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Inleiding

In dit verslag bespreek ik de 1/f ruis in de lichtintensiteit van een

laserdiode.

Eerder onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat de ooorzaak van deze fluctuaties

gezocht kan worden in fluctuaties van de absorptiecoefficient. Hier wordt

aangetoond dat de oorzaak ook in fluctuaties in het aantal vrije ladings

dragers kan liggen. Boven threshold is het ruisgedrag met beide modellen

verklaard. Ook is een beschrijving gemaakt van de invloeden van het ruimtelijk

ongecorreleerde gedrag van deze fluctuaties. Er is daartoe een verband

afgeleid tussen locaal fluctuerende "gain" en spontane emissie, en het

tatale lichtvermogen dat de cavity verlaat. Deze beschrijvingswijze leidt

tot meer genuanceerde conclusies omtrent de herkomst van de verschillende

verbanden tussen de spectrale dichtheid van de 1/f ruis en de licht

intensiteit. De theorie kan eenvoudig toegepast worden op ruis met andere

dan l/f spectra, zoals generatie-recombinatie ruis. De metingen aan vier

verschillende types laserdiodes tonen dat over het gehele bereik van uitgangs

vermogen goede overeensternrning is met de ontwikkelde theorie.

Het verslag bestaat uit twee delen, beide geschreven in het engels.

Het eerste gedeelte is een bijdrage aan de "Proceedings" van de "9th inter

national conference on noise in physical systems" gehouden in mei 1987

in Montreal. Hierin wordt aangetoond dat fluctuaties in het aantal ladings

dragers oorzaak van de 1/f ruis in het licht van een laserdiode kan zijn.

Het tweede gedeelte beschrijft de I/f ruis in de lichtintensiteit in termen

van ruimtelijk ongecorreleerde "gain"- en spontane emissie- fluctuaties,

hetgeen een verfijning is van het model gepresenteerd in het eerste gedeelte.

Het tweede gedeelte wordt ter publicatie aangeboden in het wetenschappelijke

tijdschrift "IEEE Transactions of Quantum Electronics".



Ilf NOISE IN THE LIGHT OUTPUT OF 0.8 ~m

AND 1.3 ~m LASER DIODES

R.J. Fronen and L.K.J. Vandamme

Eindhoven University of Technology

Department of Electrical Engineering

Eindhoven, The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION

Vandamme and de Boer 1 ) have recently described the 11f noise in the

optical power output of lasers below threshold in terms of fluctuations

in the spontaneous emission coefficient A. Here we present a model based

on number fluctuations, which describes the 11fnoise below and above

threshold. For a one dimensional treatment the increase in photon

densit: ~ of photons in one mode with energy E and velocity v is;

dN/dx = h + gN [1/m 4 J (1)

h A(E)np/v [l/m 4 J (2)

g = B(E){np - (N n)(N - p)}/v - 6 n - 6 p - ~'[l/m] (3)
c v n p 2)

with h the spontaneous emission related term and g the gain .N andc
N are the effective density of states in the conduction and valence

v
band, nand p are the free electron and hole concentrations in the

optical active region. In eqs. (1,3) the term B(E)npdescribes stimulated

emission, B(E)(N - n)(N - p) band to band absorption and 6 n - 6 p - ~'
c v n p

the intraband absorption and scatter losses. The spontaneous and

stimulated emission are related by2)

A(E) = B(E)8'TT(v/v)3 [m 3 /sJ (4)

Eq. (4) is obtained after using Planck"s distribution function for

black body radiation3 ).



2. LIGHT POWER OUTPUT vs CARRIER CONCENTRATIONS

In the LED and super radiation region, the light output at the far

ends of the cavity at x = 0 and x = ~ in fig. 1 originates from spon

taneous emission more or less amplified by absorption and stimulated

emission. ~ is the photon density on first arrival at a mirror, hence
l 0

N = J (h/2) exp g( ~ - x)dx = h (exp(g~) - l)/2g [1/m 3 J (5)
o 0

After reflection the light moves towards the opposite mirror through a

full cavity length and is described by

The index k denotes the number of reflections and single passes through

the cavity. N is increased by an infinite number of echoes, resulting
o

in the following power series for the total photon rate within one mode

and leaving the cavity at one end, so that

L(E) = vO(l - R)
00

I
k=O

N = vO(l - R)h exp(g~) - 1 [l/sJ
k 2g 1 - R exp(g~)

(7)

For g t III In 11R, L(E) has a singularity which corresponds to the

optical resonance condition (the threshold). L(E) can be approximated

bv the first term of a Laurent series, yielding

Assuning the radiation constant over a small energy interval ~E and

using eqs. (2,3,4,8) the total power output is written as

L = Anp/{B + B - n(B/N - 6 ) - p(B/N - 6 )} [W]
c n v p

Fig. 1: Photon density in an optical cavity below threshold

(g < l/t In l/R)

(8)

(9)



3. l/f ~OISE IN LED, SUPER RADIATION AND LASING REGION

The free carrier fluctuations in the optical cavity are proposed as

S~/N2 = En/(fn0) and Sp/p2 = Ep/(fp~), (10)

~here ~ is the volume of the optically active region. Here Nand Pare

the average amounts of total free electrons and holes. E and E are
n p

diDensionless noise parameters for electrons and holes, respectively

The Ilf noise in the optical output can be described as

SL = (ncL/an)2 SN/N2 + (pcL/ap)2 5p/ P2

E L~ {B+S-P(B/N - 6 )} E L4 fB+s-n(B/N -
5 =~ v p +_n_ _ c

L fn:: Anp fp~ Anp
(13 )

(14 )

For small carrier concentrations in the LED region, eqs. (9,13)

reduce to

L = Anp/(B + S) and SL =~ {B+§} (E In + E Ip)
f~ Anp n p

if we aSSUDe p ~ n then SL ~ L3 /2 .

If the carrier concentrations become so large that the denominator

of eq. (9) reaches zero (super-radiation region) L increases rapidly

while nand p are nearly constant hence SL ~ L4
•

For medium concentrations if (BIN - 6 ) < 0 or (BIN - 0 ) < 0
v p c n

while (BIN - 6 )n + (BIN - 0 )p > 0 to ensure laser action, one of the
c n v p

two terms in eq. (13) becomes dominant and 5
L

~ L4 /n 3 or 5
L

~ L4 /p3
5 / 2

while L = Anp/(B + S) hence 5L ~ L From this condition we see that

the presence of the 5L ~ L5 / 2 region is due to some degree of asymmetry

in ~ , N ; 6 , 6 ; n, p.
c \' n p

~her ~asing action becomes dominant one has to make a separate

approach for the light originating from spontaneous emission (amplified

and absorbed) and light stemming from stimulated emission in lasing

modi. For the spontaneous emission eqs. (9,13) still hold with

g < 1/£ In 1/R. For the lasing modi g = 1/~ In 1/R independent of the

amount of optical output (gain saturation). We propose that the l/f

fluctuations in number of carriers results only in fluctuations of the

spontaneous emission. The average carrier concentration is fixed at

its threshold value holding the lasing modi,and is close to its threshold

value for spontaneous emission so that 5L ~ L4 .Several autors
4

,S)sp
report imperfect gain saturation in the lasing region but p, n ~ L

K

~ith K close to zero. As a result, 5L ~ L8K
, a slight increase in

carrier concentration results in much stronger increase in l/f noise.



4. EXPERI~E~TAL RESLLTS

, hi~acr.o H,-F1400

•

_ ,r.''r''l.

c. ~

COL j 0

10

The Iff noise observed in the

optical output at f = 1 Hz

below and above threshold is in
, h l' 1) Tagreement WIt It. . wo mono-

mode lasers, Hitachi HLP 1400

at 0.8 ~m and Philips 1.3 ~m,

show behaviour similar to that of

the Sharp VSIS. The main dif-

ferences between devices occur

in the presence of an 5
L

~ L~(2

region and a more or less

perfect noise saturation which

goes hand in hand with gain

saturation in the lasing

region. The CQL 10 shows an

5
L

~ L4 region. All other types

show a slightly steeper

increase than SL ~ L4
•

5. DISCCSSIO~ AND CO~CLUSIONS

From data on the CQL 10 and VSI5 devices, an estimate of the noise

t 'd h' h 1 l' n ... ~= 10- 3 andparame er E = E = E IS rna e, w lC resu ts ~

-5 n p
E ~ 3 x 10 respectively. If we use the same parameter values on the

1) -3 -5
6A model we get E ~ 4 x 10 and E: ~ 2.5 x I0 respectively. An uncor-

related fluctuation in Nand P is essential in the 6N model, otherwise

the proportionality 5L ~ L5 /
2 cannot be explained.
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LOW FREQUENCY INTENSITY NOISE

IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
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Eindhoven. Netherlands

Abstract

The l/f noise in the light-output power of four different types of

heterostructure lasers is explained in terms of spatially uncorrelated

gain fluctuations and spontaneous emission fluctuations.

Two possible noise sources are put forward; fluctuations in the absorption

coefficient and fluctuations in the free carrier concentrations. Both

models are in agreement with the experimental results obtained from index

guided and gain-guided diodes at wavelengths of 1.3 and 0.8 ~.
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1. Introduction

Brophy [lJ was the first to mention l/f spectra from intensity fluctuations

in the optical emission of luminescence and laser diodes. The fluctuations

were investigated well below the lasing threshold in a frequency range of between

10 Hz and 10 kHz. A correlation was found between the optical emission noise

and the diode-current noise.

Tenchio [2J extended these observations to above the lasing threshold in the range

5of 2 Hz to 3 x 10 Hz.

Dandridge and Taylor [3J observed a correlation between l/f intensity fluctuations

and frequency fluctuations (FM noise) in the optical emission.

The l/f noise in the frequency fluctuations increases the spectral width [4J.

The spectral properties of the light emission are very important in some

applications. These facts [3.4J make the study of the l/f noise in laser diodes

an important subject.

We have investigated the low-frequency fluctuations Sp in the optical power

output P of four different types of laser diodes. two monomode index-guided

lasers; Hitachi HLP 1400 at 0.8 ~ and Philips at 1.3 ~. one intermediate

type Sharp VSIS and a multimode laser gain-guided Philips CQL 10. both at

0.8 ~. Here we present two models to describe the l/f fluctuations. one due

to fluctuations in the absorption coefficient. and hence in the emission. and one

due to uncorrelated hole-and-electron fluctuations of injected carriers in the

cavity. Both models explain the observed dependences Sp « pm with m = 3/2. 5/2.

4 below threshold. Above threshold. more or less saturation occurs with m=O.

resulting in a decrease of the relative noise intensity with increasing

power.

First. the light power output versus carrier concentrations will be presented

below and above threshold. There we have calculated the parameter values

from device data and literature. Second. the light output fluctuations of a

light amplifier are calculated so as to have a locally fluctuating gain and

no spontaneous emission. We have also calculated the influence of spatially
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uncorrelated spontaneous emission and gain fluctuations on all echoes in the

laser cavity. The result is valid for different types of low-frequency

fluctuations. Last of all, two possible noise sources are presented, one in which

locally uncorrelated fluctuations in the absorption coef"ficient causes the

fluctuations in the spontaneous emission and the gain, and the other in which

fluctuations in free carrier concentrations causes these fluctuations.

2. Average light output and parameters

First we will derive a relation between the optical output of a laser and its

injected current densities in the active region. This derivation only holds

for the so called LED and superradiation regions.

For photons in one mode, with energy hv = E - E and density N, the transition
c v

rates between two separate states in the conduction and valence bands are given

by the Einstein rate equations

r = A f (1 f ) spontaneous emission [1/sm3 ] (1)
sp cv c v

r st = B f (1 - f )N stimulated emission (2)
cv c v

r abs = B f (1 - f )N band to-band-absorption (3)
vc v c

r~ = C N scatter and intraband losses (4)
cv

with f the occupation probability of state with energy E , and f of state
c c v

with energy E . After integration over all available states with energy
v

difference E = hv, taking into account the density of states, transition

probabilities and k selection rules, the total transition rates for photons

in one mode are obtained [5].

R = A(E)np [1/sm3 ]sp

Rst = B(E)npN

R
abs

= B(E)(N
c

- n)(N
v

- p)N

(5)

(6)

(7)

R~

with n, p

= (6 1 n + 6'p + ~')Nv
n p

and N the average densities of electrons, holes and photons with

(8)

photon energy E. Nand N are effective density of states in the conduction
c v

and valence bands and v is the group velocity. The values of Nand N are, at
c v
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most, the values of the effective density of states used in conduction processes

due to some amount of nonradiative recombination. The intraband absorption rates

in the conduction and valence bands are determined by o'nNv and o'pNv and the
n p

scatter loss rate by ~'N . The spontaneous emission and stimulated emission are
v

related by

A(E) = B(E) . 8TI(V/V)3 (9)

which is obtained after using Planck's distribution function. [6] p. 83

With the rate equation for photons,

dN/dt = R + R t - R - Rsp s abs ~
(10)

applied to a slice dx, we describe the behaviour of a one dimensional running

wave with velocity v. Light moves only in the positive and negative x-directions

fig. 1, hence the increase in photon density between x and x + dx is found to

be

dN dt dN
dt dx = dx = h + gN

h = A(E)np/v = B(E)8TI(v/V)3np / v

gl = B(E)(nN + pN - N N )/v - o'n - o'p - ~'v c cv n p

[m-4]

[m- 1]

(11)

(12)

( 13)

with h the spontaneous emission related term [6] p. 89 and g' the gain which can

be positive or negative.

In eq.(13) o'n + o'p + ~' describes the intraband absorption and scatter losses
n p

B(E)(nN + pN - N N )/v describes the stimulated emission and the band-band
vee v

absorption. The proportionality between gain and free carrier concentration is

shown in figure 2. [7]

The light output at the far ends of the cavity at x = 0 and x = L in fig. 1

originates from spontaneous emission, more or less amplified by stimulated

emission and absorption. Assuming the light to be perfectly confined in the active

region, one half of the spontaneous emission in slice dx at position x in fig. 2

moves in the positive x-direction. This part carries label 1 in fig. 1. The other

half moves in the negative x-direction (label 2) and, after reflection at the left-

hand mirror and a complete pass through the cavity (label 3), increases the photon
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density at the right hand-side. Adding up these two contributions with labels

1 and 3, after integration from x = 0 to x = L, gives the photon density at the

right-hand mirror on first arrival, that is

dN = hdx eg'(L - x) + Rhdx eg'(L + x)
022

N
o

= (14)

in which R is the reflection coefficient dependent on the refractive index

n of the optically active material and n = 1 outside the mirrors

R = {(~ - 1)/(~ + 1)}2 (1S)

The photon density N is increased by an infinite number of echoes. The n-th
o

echo of N is the result of k = 2n complete passes through the cavity, so that
o

Adding up all contributions yields N
L

at x = L;
00

N (Reg 'L)2n (Reg 'L)2)N = l: = N/(1 -L n=O 0 0

The total photon rate L(E) leaving one end of the cavity is

(16)

(17)

L(E)
'L

R)N =
vOh(l - R) eg - 1= vO(1 - L 2g' gIL

1 - Re
[l/sJ (18)

For two limit cases we obtain the expected results, low gain leads to

lim , 0 L(E) = v0
2
hL = L

g ~ sp
(19)

where L accounts for spontaneous emission only. Low reflection at the mirrorssp

leads to

li~-tO L(E)
vOh gIL

= 2g' (e - 1) = vONo
(20)

which is the amount of light on first arrival at the ends of the cavity with R = O.

L(E) has a singularity for g't IlL In 1/R, which corresponds to the optical

resonance condition (the threshold). The residue of eq. (18) for g' = IlL In 1/R

is

Res L(E)

g' = 1 In 1
L R

vOh(1 - R)2
= 2R InR

(21)
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L(E) can be approximated close to this single pole by taking the first term

of the Laurent series as

L(E) vOhL(1 - R)2 (1 - R)2
- - L2R(g'L + lnR)lnR - sp R(g'L + lnR)lnR

(22)

From fig. 3 it can be seen that this approximation, denoted by curve B, holds

even at low values of gL if R ~ 1/3.

If the width of the active region is less than the wavelength, the light

tends to spread out in the adjacent cladding layers. Due to their wider

bandgap, these cladding layers only show scatter and intraband losses for

light with E = hv, so that

in which the index cL refers to cladding layers.

-1
[cm ] (23)

It is assumed that an equal amount of light spreads out in the n- and p-type

cladding layer with doping concentration ND and N
A

. The confinement factor r

is defined as the fraction of the total amount of light within the active region.

Consequently the net gain consists of two parts; the first describing the

the contribution of gain in the active region, the second part describing the

givingcontribution of the negative gain in the cladding layers,

g = rg' + (1 - r)g = n(~ - 6 J + p(~ - 6 ) - B - ~cL N n IN pc v

-1
[cm ] (24)

in which g' is obtained from eq. (13) and gcL from eq. (23) with

B = rB(E)N N /v
c v

For the total carrier-independent losses we find

~ = r~' + (1 - r){~' + !(6'N + 6'N )}cL n D p A

and for the net intraband losses in the optical active region

6 = r6' and 6 = r6'
n n p p

-1
[cm ]

-1
[cm ]

2[cm ]

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

Assuming the radiation constant over a small energy interval and using eq. (18)

the total power is found to be

P = L(E)llE = vOhllE(l - R)(exp(gL) - 1)
2g(1 - Rexp(gL» [W] (26)

in which gl is replaced by g from eq. (24) to include the influence of the
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cladding layers. The value of h is obtained with eqs. (12) and (25a) to be

h = B81T(v/v)3np
rN N

c v

-4
[cm J (27)

The approximation described by eq. (22) results in the following approximation

for the output power

p ~ vOhL(l - R)2~E = ~~A~n~p _
- 2R(gL + InR)lnR 1 In 1

L R - g

The parameter A is found with eq. (12) to be

A = B(E)81T(v/v)30(1 - R)2~E

2R In(l/R)

[WJ

5
[cm WJ

(28)

(29)

When lasing action becomes dominant. a seperate approach has to be made for the

light originating from spontaneous emission (amplified and absorbed) and light

stemming from stimulated emission in lasing modi. Eq. (26) still holds for

the spontaneous part of the light output. Light with a wavelength of A = 2L/m.
m

with m an integer. can form a called standing wave in the cavity if the gain

for this light frequency reaches its threshold value of g = l/L In l/R. At
m

this value the mirror losses are compensated by the gain. The stimulated

emission rate becomes just as large as the rate in which the carrier

concentration is built up by the injected current. Other rate equations. as

described in eqs. (5) - (8) hold for this current-limited light-generation

process. The rate equations formulated by Statz and de Mars [6J p. 556 are

used in some modified form. to give

dp/dt = I /qd - g vN - hv (JOa)
p m m

dn/dt = I /qd - g vN • hv (30b)
n m m

dN /dt v In l/R (JOc)= g vN + yhv - N -m m m m L

in which I and I are the injected current densities at the edges of the
n p

active region of width d. and y is the fraction of the spontaneous emission

within the mode and N is the photon density in the mode. The laser is assumed
m

to be a monomode type with internal quantum efficiency equal to one. so that each
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injected electron-hole pair participates in the light generation and light-

absorption process. In steady state it holds that

dp/dt = dn/dt = dN /dt = 0m

Combining eqs. (30a,b), (31) gives

I = I = I
n p

If y is negligible then eqs. (30c) and (31) yield

The gain and hence the carrier concentrations are constant as they are

independent of the photon density. With eqs. (30a,b), (32) and (33) the

threshold-current and the photon density are consequently found to be

(31)

(32)

(33)

I th = qdvh

Nm = L(I - Ith)/qdv

(34)

(35)

Thus the photon population in the lasing modus and hence the light output from

stimulated emission is determined only by the excess current above threshold.

The spontaneous emission is still nand p-dependent and saturates more or less.

Paoli [8J investigated the influence of imperfect confinement in the active

region on the saturation of the spontaneous emission. He concluded that monomode

lasers with a thin active region and weak optical confinement show strong

saturation. Multimode lasers with a thicker active region and strong optical

confinement show poor saturation. This is due to the fact that the latter type

has a spatial nonuniformity of the optical intensity in the cavity, so that there

are still regions in the optical cavity below the threshold condition.

2.2. Parameter values

Table I has been compiled from data available on the Philips CQL 10 and Sharp

VSIS devices. The values of parameters used in eqs. (24) and (28) are presented

in table I. They are found as follows

From [5J 6' = 3 x 10- 18 cm2 , 6' = 7 x 10-18 cm2 and for the active layer
n p

~' = 10 cm-1 For the cladding layers we obtain gcL = - 12 cm- 1 and

g = - 15 cm- 1 for the Philips and Sharp devices respeC~iVelY. Eq. (23) has
cL
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17 -3
been used together with doping concentrations N

A
= N

D
= 5 x 10 cm and

18 -3NA = ND = 10 cm • From [6J p. 216 and refractive index steps of 7 % for the

gain guided Philips and 10 % for the index guided Sharp, the radiation-confinement

factor is found to be r = 0.6 and r = 0.35. The total carrier independent loss ~

and the mirror loss are found from eqs. (15) and (25b) and ~ = 3.63.

The Al fractions in the Philips and Sharp devices are x = .08 and x = .15

respectivelY,which results in density of states of the direct bands,

N = 5.3 x 1017 and N 9.1 x 1018 -3 for the Philips diode and N == cmc v c

4.7 x 1017 -3 and N 8.5 x 1018 -3 for the Sharp diode.cm = cmv

From [9J we know that lasing action should occur at free carrier concentrations

of 2 x 10
18

cm 3
• At this concentration the denominator of eq. (28) tends to

zero.

The value of B is calculated from this ,applying eq. (24). The value of the

parameter A is obtained from eqs. (25a) and (29) taking 6E = kT. See [6J p. 100

and [5J p. 156 - 160. The value of the gain at low carrier concentrations

measured by Henry et al [7J is almost 3 times greater than the value of

B + ~ + t In 1/R presented in table I.

3. Spatially uncorrelated fluctuations and light output

~~!~_Q~!~_±!~~E~~E!~~~_!~_e_!!g~E_~E!!±!~!

Let us assume that in eq. (11) the fluctuations in the light output are caused

by spatially uncorrelated noise sources in the gain factor g and the spontaneous

emission related factor h. Later we will consider two possibilities for the 11f

noise source in g and h. The ideal light amplifier was used to establish the

basic principles of the influence of a fluctuating gain in optically active

material. A fluctuating photon density N. enters the light amplifier at x = 01n

in fig. 4 and leaves at x = L.

The ideal light amplifier is assumed to have no spontaneous emission, so that

h = 0 and no reflection at the ends, that is R = O.
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The increase in photon density in slice dx at position x is

dN(x) = N(x) g(x)dx

Integration of (36) from x = 0 to x = L results in

L
N = N. exp ( of g(x)dx )out ln

(36)

Fluctuations in the gain ~g(x) = g(x) - g and in the photon density due to

a fluctuating input signal ~N(x) = N(x) - N(x) lead to

L L}
~Nout = ~Nin exp ( of g(x)dx ) + Nin ~ { exp ( of g(x)dx )

The fluctuations due to a fluctuating gain are

(37)

L L L
Nin ~ { exp ( of g(x)dx ) } = Nin exp ( of g(x)dx ) of ~g(x)dx (38)

For the fluctuations in the output signal we obtain with eq. (38)

~N t = ~N. e
gL + N.ou ln ln

L L
e

g f ~g(x)dx
o

(39)

As expected the first term in eq. (39) describes the influence of a fluctuating

input. The second term describes the increase of the fluctuations due to a

locally fluctuating gain. The influence of the gain fluctuations in slice dx

is weighted by the photon density at L.

In a laser cavity below threshold,the light stemming from spontaneous emission

is more or less amplified before leaving the cavity at one end. Assuming perfect

confinement in the active region half of the light generated in slice dx' at

position Xl in fig. 5 moves in the positive x-direction, so that

dN
r

hdx l

=
2

(40)

in which the index r denotes moving to the right-hand side of the cavity.

The intensity noise stemming from a fluctuating h in this wave adds up with
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fluctuations in the gain factor g in slice dx at position x in the cavity.

With eq. (39) and eq. (40) we obtain the contribution of this wave to

fluctuations in photon density at the right-hand mirror, label 1 in fig. 1,

hence

geL-x')
edtlNL,r

= tlh(x')dx' geL - Xl) hdx l
2 e + 2

L
J tlg(x)dx

x'
(41)

The other half of the generated light in slice dx l moves in the negative x-

direction and contributes to fluctuations in photon density at the left-hand

mirror (label 2 in fig. 1), so that

Xl
tlh(x' )dx' gx' hdx' gx'

= 2 e + 2 e J tlg(x)dx
a

(42)

After reflection at the left-hand mirror, Na,~ makes a complete pass through the

cavity, resulting in an extra contribution dtlNL,t to the photon density at the

right-hand mirror, due to a fluctuating light amplification.

We consider a quasi static treatment in which the gain fluctuations are kept

constant for all passes through the cavity. This is allowed because only low

frequency intensity fluctuations are considered. From eq. (39) it follows that

= tlN RegL + RN Re gL
a,~ a,~

L
J tlg(x)dx

a
(43)

We obtain the fluctuations in the photon density on first arrival at the right

hdx l gx l
hand mirror by applying dNO,~= --2-- e and adding up the contributions described

by eqs. (41), (43) after integration from Xl = a to Xl = L, so that we have

L
tlN

a = J {dtlN dtlNL ~}
0 dx,L,r + dx' , dx'

/{tlh(X') gL ( gx' + e-
gXI

) + h eg(L - x I) L
= e Re J llg(x)dxo 2 2 Xl

x' L
+ ~ Reg(L + Xl) J tlg(x)dx + h Reg(L + Xl) J tlg(x)dx } dx l (44)

o 2 a

in which the index 0 denotes first arrival at the right-hand mirror.
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With partial integration we find the following expressions (See appendix 2)
L

J
o

-gx l

e
L L

1 -gxJ ~g(x)dx dx' = - J (1 - e ) ~g(x)dx
x ' g 0

(45)

L
J

o
gx'

e
Xl

J ~g(x)dx dx'
o

(46)

Substituting eq. (45) and eq. (46) in eq. (44) results in

L
~NO = e gL J (Regx ' + e- gx ') ~h(x') dx' h- e gL

o 2 + 2g

L,
J (1 - e-gx ) ~g(x)dx

o

L
J ~g(x)dx

o
(47)

This expression decribes the fluctuations in light output at the right-hand end

of the cavity if one were to remove the mirror there. In the actual case, the light

output and its fluctuations are increased by an infinite number of echoes. The

first complete pass to the left hand side of the cavity results in fluctuations

at the left-hand mirror ~N1' so that

(48)

The first echo ~N2 is

~N = R~N e
gL + RN211

gL
e

L
J ~g(x)dx

o
(49)

Combining eqs. (48) and (49) gives

(50)

Generally the n-th echo of ~NO' which is the result of k = 2n complete passes

through the cavity, is

L
+ (Re

gL
) Nk- 1 J ~g(x)dx

o

Rewriting this recursive equation with eq. (16) yields
L

~Nk=2n = (RegL)k ~NO + k(RegL)k NO J ~g(x)dx
o

(51)

(52)



Adding up all contributions and multiplying by v06E(1 - R), the fluctuations

in the total light-output power are obtained, (see appendix 2) so that

~

{(RegL )2n L 2 L }6P = v06E(1 - R) I 6N
O + 2n(Re

g
) n NO of ~g(x)dx

n=O

6P = v06E(1 - R)
{ 6N O + 2(RegL )2 N OSL.g(xldX)

1 - (RegL )2 1 - (RegL )2 0

(53)

(54)

with NO is obtained from eq. (14) and 6N
O

from eq. (47). To calculate

the spectral density in the output power Sp' eq. (54) is devided into three

distinct parts, which means that we divided 6N
O

into two parts.

i) The first part concerns just the fluctuations in the spontaneous

emission denoted by 6P
1

.

ii) The second part 6P2 deals with gain fluctuations in NO' which is the

output power unaffected by echoes.

iii) The last part describes the influence of gain fluctuations in the

echoes of NO.

i) The contribution of the fluctuations in the spontaneous emission is obtained

by taking 6g = 0 and applying it to eqs. (47) and (54);

(55)

From eq. (55) we find the spectral noise density of the fluctuations in PI

With spatially uncorrelated fluctuations, we find for the spectral cross-

correlation function in 6h, Sh(x,x' ,f) = ~6(x - x') giving

(57)

when Kh is assumed as independent of x.
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ii) The second part, which describes the influence of gain fluctuations without

echoes is obtained by taking ~h = 0 in eq. (47) and omitting the second term

between brackets in eq. (54), so that

The spectral noise density of the fluctuations in P2 is derived from eq. (58)

with the spectral cross-correlation function S (x,x' ,f) = K o(x - Xl), so that
g g

K R)egLvo~Eh}2 [0 + R
2

)gL 2 R2 -gL
SP2 = .-L {O - 1 + 8R - +2(1 - R)e

4g 3
_ R2e2gL 2 2

1

+ (4RO - R)gL - 6R + 6R
2

)
gLe

+ (4R2gL _ ?.. R2 )e2gL _ e-~gL ] (59)
2

where K is assumed as independent of x.
g

iii) The third part describes the contribution of the gain fluctuations on the

echoes of NO. By omitting the first term between brackets in eq. (54) which

stems from the first arival at x = L, by using eq. (14) for NO we obtain

L
f 6g(x)dx

o
(60)

(61)

Apart from the coefficient Kh and Kg we can now calculate the fluctuations

in the optical output of a laser diode from eqs. (57,59,61). Two possibilities

for the l/f noise source term in g and h will be considered for fluctuations

with a l/f spectrum. On one hand, ~h and ~g are assumed to be due to fluctuations

in free carrier populations; on the other they will be assumed to stem from

fluctuations in the absorption coefficient. The foregoing theory is valid for

all kinds of low-frequency intensity fluctuations. It can be applied to

spatially uncorrelated fluctuations in hand g with a frequency dependence

other than l/f, such as generation-recombination or diffusion noise.
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4. Possible noise sources explaining intensity fluctuations in g and h

We start out from the hypothesis that the l/f fluctuations in the gain and the

spontaneous emission are due to fluctuations in the absorption coefficient B(E).

Owing to eq. (25) follows for the relative spectral noise intensities that

(62)

(63)

All electrons in the optically active region act independently in the light-

generation and absorption processes. The noise is considered as a bulk effect.

Hence the I-dimensional spatial cross correlation function ~(x.x'.f) of the

absorption coefficient has the same form as Hooge's empirical relation [10J. so that

E:B
SB(x.x'.f)/B2 = SB(x.x'.f)/B2 = nOf o(x - x')

where E:B is a dimensionless noise parameter. The sensitivity coefficients for

h fluctuations dh/dB and for g fluctuations dg/dB are found from eq. (24.27) to be

and

dh 81T(v/v)3np
dB = fN N

c v
(64a)

~ = !L + P.... - 1 (64b)
dB N N

c v

With Sh = (dh/dB)2SB and Sg = (dg/dB)2SB we find ~ and Kg as given below

E: n 3 2
~ = _B {B81T(V/v)3} (65a)
-"11 fa fN N

c v

in which we assumed the free electron and hole concentrations to be equal.

The spectral density of the noise in the output power Sp described by eqs.

(57.59.61.65) vs the output power is plotted in figs. 6 for the Sharp VSIS and

in fig. 7 for the Philips CQL 10 for f = 1 Hz and E:B = 1. We have used the

parameters presented in table I.

From fig. 6 we can conclude that the following proportionalities between Sp

and P are found for both the Philips and the Sharp devices
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* At low power the noise in the spontaneous emission is dominant, showing

Sp a: p3/2.

* At power values just below threshold the gain fluctuations in the echoes of NO

NO are dominant showing Sp a: p4.

* The part of the light output where the gain fluctuations in the output poweT

5/2without echoes is dominant shows Sp a: P • The spectral density of this

contribution is too low to be observable by either the Philips or the

Sharp device.

We know from eq. (35) that the photon density of a standing wave in a lasing

modus is independent of the value of the absorption coefficient above threshold.

Hence we suggest that the 11f fluctuations in the absorption coefficient only results

in fluctuations in the nonlasing part of the light power and not in the lasing

modi. The average carrier concentration is fixed close to its threshold value

for the nonlasing part of the light output, so that by analogy with the

condition just below threshold it is true to take

S a: p4
P nL

in which the index nL denotes "nonlasing".

(66a)

Due to imperfect gain saturation in the lasing region a slight increase in the

carrier concentration is expected, hence PnL a: pK with K close to zero. As a

result in the lasing region it follows that

(66b)

(67)

A slight increase in the nonlasing part of the output power results in a much

stronger increase in the 11f noise.

In a second hypothesis the 11f fluctuations in g and h are due to uncorrelated

fluctuations in density of free electrons and holes. The I-dimensional spatial

cross-correlation function S (x,x',f) for electron density fluctuations are
n

inspired on Hooge's empirical relation [10J yielding
£

S (x x' f)/n 2 =~ 6(x - x')
n " nOf
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in which E is a dimensionless noise parameter for electron density fluctuations
n

An expression similar to eq. (67) can be proposed for the hole-concentration

fluctuations with E the hole-density noise parameter. The 1/f noise parameter
p

is often one decade lower than for n-type material [12].When uncorrelated

fluctuations occur as <~n~p> : 0 and E : E , the derived results in eq. (68)
n p

must be multiplied by two, otherwise eqs. (68a) and (68b) are good approximations.

for E »E. We calculate dh/dn and dg/dn in a way similar to that for
n p

fluctuations in the absorption coefficient and we obtain for n = p the noise

factors for hand g fluctuations, giving

E n 3 2
~ = _n { B8TI(v/v)3}
-fi fO rN N

c v
and

(68a)

(68b)

In figs. 6 and 7 a plot is presented of the calculate~ Sp at 1 Hz and with En = 1.

The dotted lines are calculated from eqs. (57,59,61,65) with parameter values

from table 1 and represent the ~h - ~g model with a locally uncorrelated

~B source. The full lines are calculated from eqs. (57,59,61,68) and represent

the ~h - ~g model with ~n as a noise source. Both models ~B and ~n result in

'd t' 1 1 t' h' f h S p3/2 , F f' 6 d 7 th t th1 en 1ca re a 10ns 1pS or t e P oc reg10n. rom 19S. an we see a e

~n and ~B noise sources result in the same proportionalities. Note that even

the absolute noise levels are comparable in both devices.

Above threshold, the proportionality Sp oc p4K is predicted because the

photon density in eq, (35) is also independent of carrier concentrations.

4. Experimental results

Noise investigations have been made on several types of laser diodes; two monomode

lasers, Hitachi HLP 1400 emitting at a wavelength of 0.8 ~ and a Philips at 1.3 ~,

one multimode laser Philips CQL 10 at 0.8 ~ and an intermediate type Sharp VSIS

at 0.8 ~' The fluctuations in the intensity of the light output have been

observed with a Ge or Si photodiode which was short-circuited by a low noise
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Brookdeal current preamplifier, type 5002. Its background noise is at most

2 x 10- 28 A2 /Hz in the range of 1 Hz < f < 10 kHz. The spectra in the photo

current have been measured with a Takeda Riken 9404 and HP 3582A spectrum

analysers in the frequency range of 1 Hz to 100 kHz. The background (l/f and

white) noise of the measuring system was well below the noise in the intensity

of the optical output of the laser diode. At low frequencies, all spectra show

l/fm noise with 0.8 < m < 1.1 and at high frequencies white noise corresponding

to the shot noise in the detector current (fig. 8). The temperature of the

device is kept constant within lK at about 287 K by means of a water-cooling

system. The observed spectral density at 1Hz of the l/f noise in the light

power is plotted versus P in fig. 9. All devices show a clear Sp « p
3

/
2

dependence for low output powers which is in full agreement with the theory.

P
S/2

Only the Sharp and the Hitachi devices have a t.ransition region with an Sp «

dependence. The laser region is also in agreement with the theory; monomode

lasers show the best noise saturation, which goes hand in hand with gain

saturation. Multimode lasers show the worst saturation.

Main differences from the theory are observed in the region where the power

is just below threshold. Only the Philips CQL 10 has an Sp « p4 dependence

as expected, all other types showing a steeper increase in l/f noise. there

seems to be a relation between the slope in this region and the quality of

saturation in the lasing region. This is not yet understood.
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Discussion and Conclusions

Comparison between the noise levels obtained from 6,7 and 9 leads to an

estimate of the value of the noise parameters used in eqs. (63) and (67) that is

E = E ~ 5 x 10- 2 for the Philips CQL 10 and E = E = 5 x 10- 3 for theB n B n

Sharp VSIS. For the Hitachi and Philips at 1.3 ~m no detailed data were

available for calculating the parameters for table I and the noise as presented

in figs. 6 and 7. At these values the calculated curves figs. 6 and 7 are

shifted along the y-axis. It should be noted that the experimental results

on the whole range of operating power fit the calculated curve very well.

The threshold values of output power are 0.5 mW for the Sharp and 1 mW for

the Philips device. The Sp ~ p3/ 2 dependence predicted by the theory for low

output powers, is observed in all devices. This region is characterized by

dominating spontaneous emission fluctuations.

The small transition region with an Sp ~ P 5/2 dependence, as observed in the

Sharp devices, is in the ~h - ~g model due to dominating gain fluctuations

during the first pass of the light through the cavity. Slight changes in some

parameters given in table I may be responsible for the presence of this region.

The influence of the stimulated emission coefficient, for instance, result

in a presense of the 5/2 region for B = 100 cm- 1 and in the absence of such

-1
a region for B = 23 cm as shown in fig. 10.

The region just below threshold, where gain fluctuations in the echoes of

4
the light after first run through the cavity are dominant, show an Sp ~ P

dependence. This region is observed in the Philips CQL 10 only. All other

devices show a steeper increase. A slope steeper than four goes hand in

hand with a strong saturation of the noise in the laser region. A possible

explanation for this deviation is that some parameters, presented in table I,

are no longer constant in this region, the confinement factor r in particular,

being subject to change.

The noise saturation in the laser region is predicted to go hand in hand with

gain saturation and hence saturation of the number of free carriers in the
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optically active region. The nonperfect gain saturation, although known from

literature [8J ,is not experimentally verified for these types of laser diodes.

The slopes m = 3/2 and 4 in the Sp «
mP dependence can also be calculated from

a simplified global model as indicated in Appendix 1 [12,13J. Although there is

agreement between the two approaches,care must be taken in drawing conclusions from

the global model. For instance,in fig. 10 the value of B is shown to be important

in the 6g - 6h model in explaining the transition region with an Sp « pS/2 depen

dence. This is in contradiction with the global theory because, from eg. (72)

we see that B has no influence on the shape of the Sp vs P curve. Only the

noise level changes with B.

The 6n noise source in the optical cavity can be caused by mobility fluctuations

outside the optically active region. Mobility fluctuations cause fluctuations in

the diffusion coefficient and hence fluctuations in" the injected free carrier

concentration in the active region. The relation between mobility fluctuations

and the fluctuations in the total amount of minority excess charge carriers

outside the depletion region of a diode has been discussed by Kleinpenning [14J.

Our experimental results do not discriminate between the two noise source

hypotheses. The spontaneous emission-gain fluctuation model (6h - 6g model), with

a fluctuating absorption coefficient or fluctuating free carrier populations as

noise source, give virtually the same result for the Philips CQL 10 and the

Sharp VSIS.

The mathematical description of fluctuations in this work is easily expanded for

other kinds of spatially uncorrelated noise sources such as diffusion noise or

gr noise terms,for instance.

For generation-recombination noise,the factor £ /nf in egs. (67) and (75) must
n

be replaced by (1

is g-r relaxation
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+ (2nf,)2)'l n '

time [15J.
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Appendix 1

A simplified approach to calculate Sp is made by using

The relation between P and X is given in eq. (28) with X the parameter responsible

for the fluctuations, which may be B or n. The main difference between this method

and the ~h-~g method is the fact that this approach does not concern the spatially

uncorrelated nature of gain and spontaneous emission fluctuations. We now present

a global theory, one contrary to the ~h-~g model, as an approach which takes

local noise sources into consideration. Nevertheless, the global approach leads

to quick insight into the Sp « pm dependence with m = 3/2, 4.

For absorption coefficient fluctuations we apply

Sp = (ap/aB)2SB

to eq. (28) in which A is described by eq.

4 {13 + 0 n + 0 P + -L
1

In -R
1

}2 S
S = P n p ~

P Anp B 2

(69)

(29) and g by eq. (24) yielding

(70)

(73)

(74)

With the relative spatial noise density inspired on Hooge's empirical relation,

and, by applying n = p we obtain the spectral noise density of the output noise [12J
1 1 2

_ EBP4 (13 + 0nn + 0pP + L In R)
Sp - fOL A 2 n 5 (72)

For electron population fluctuations we apply

Sp = (naP/an)2S
N

/N 2

to eq. (28) in which A from eq. (29) and g from eq. (24) give
1 1

S = p4 {B + 13 - pBINv + 0pP + L In R }2 SN
P Anp N2

The relative spectral noise density for electron populations is assumed as
E

SN/N2 = fn~L (75)

resulting in the spectral density of the output noise, with n = p, as [13J

E p4 (B + 13 - nBIN + 0 n + 1. In 1. )2
Sp

n v p L R (76)= --fOL A2n5
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From eq. (28) we see that in the case of low carrier concentrations n = p and

hence low output power P « n 2 • From eqs. (72) and (76) it follows that

Sp « p4/n5, which results in Sp = p3/2 for the ~N or ~B noise source.

If carrier concentration becomes so great that the denominator of eq. (28)

reaches zero, P increases rapidly while n is nearly constant, hence Sp « p4

is found with eqs. (72) and (76).

A plot of Sp vs P calculated from eqs. (72) and (76), with parameter values

from the first column in table I, is presented in fig. 11.
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Appendix 2

The equalities described with eqs. (45) and (46) are special cases of the

general integration rules

L L L
J f (x')df (x') = f (x')f (x') 1 - J f 2(x')df 1(x')

0
1212

00

Rewriting the left hand-side of eq. (45) yields

(77)

L , L
J e- gx f 6g(x)dxdx' =

o Xl

-1 L L ,
f f 6g(x)dxd(e-gx )

g 0 Xl
(78)

Substitution of f
1
(x') =

in eq.(45) that is

L
f 6g(x)dx and f

2
(x') =

x'

-gx'e in eq. (77) results

L ,
f e- gx

o

L -gx' L ILl L , L
J 6g(x)dxdx' = _-e~__ f 6g(x)dx + - f e- gx d f 6g(x)dx

x' g Xl 0 g 0 x'

1 L 1 L ,
= - f 6g(x)dx - - f e- gx 6g(x')dx'
gog 0

L
= 1 f (1 - e- gx )6g(x)dx

g 0

Rewriting the left-hand side of eq. (46) yields

(45)

Substitution of f
1
(x') =

L gx l Xl

f e J 6g(x)dx
o 0

1 L x' ,
= - f f 6g(x)dxd(egx )

goo
Xl

J 6g(x)dx and f
2
(x') =

o
gx l

e in eq. (77) results

(79 )

in eq. (46) that is

L gx l Xl
f e J 6g(x)dxdx' =

o 0

gx'
e

g
x' ILo L Xl1 gx l

f 6g(x)dx - - fed J 6g(x)dx
o goo

=
gL

e
g

L 1 L I

f 6g(x)dx - - f e
gx

6g(x')dx'
o g 0

(46)

The series in eq. (54) consists of two parts, the first having the form
00

Z
n=O

n
r = 1/0 - r) (80)
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The solution of the second part is obtained by taking

d ex>

r dr L
n=O

ex>
n

r = L
n=O

ex>
d n n

r - (r ) = L nr
dr n=O

Substituting eq. (80) in eq. (81) yields

ex> n d(1) ~r~
L nr = r dr ~ = (1 _ r)2

n=O

With the substitution of r = (RegL )2 in eqs. (81) and that



TABLE I

cavity length L

cavity thickness d

facet area 0 = d.w

Gal Al As with x-x x

stimulated emission

coefficient B

carrier independent

loss ~

mirror loss IlL ln 1/R

intra conduction band

absorption cS
n

intra valence band

absorption cS
P

density of states N
c

density of states N
v

spontaneous emission

coefficient A
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-1
[em ]

-1
[em ]

-1
[em ]

[cm2 ]

-3
[em ]

-3
[em ]

[W emS]

Philips CQL 10

250

0.2

1

0.08

23

11

45

1.8 x 10-18

4.2 x 10-18

5.3 x 1017

9.1 x 1018

2.1 x 10-39

Sharp VSIS

250

0.08

0.32

0.18

19

13

45

1 x 10-18

2.5 x 10-18

4.7 x 1017

8.5 x 1018

9.3 x 10-40
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Figure Captions

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Photon density of a running wave in an optical cavity below

threshold (g < 0). The photon density NO at first arrival at

the right-hand side comprises the parts labelled 1 and 3.

Peak gain vs injected minority carrier concentrations adapted

from C.H. Henry et. ale [7J

Light amplification of spontaneous emission vs gain-length

product for reflection coefficient R = 0.9, 1/3 and 0.1.

Curve A; eq. (18)

Curve B; approximation given by eq. (22)

Diagram of an ideal light amplifier. Ideal means without spontaneous

emission and mirrors. The fluctuating gain in slice dx increases the

noise in the output power.

Diagram of a laser cavity, with spontaneous emission fluctuation

in slice dx' and a fluctuating gain at slice dx, both fluctuations

contribute independently to the output power noise.

Spectral density of the 11f noise in the output power Sp at 1 Hz

vs the output power P calculated for a Sharp VSIS laser below

threshold. Full lines for number fluctuations are calculated

with eqs. (57, 59, 61, 68). Dashed lines for absorption coefficient

fluctuations are calculated from eqs. (57, 59, 61, 65). The noise

parameters E
B

and En are taken 'as unity and other parameter values

are from the second column in table I.

The calculated Sp(F = 1 Hz) vs P for a Philips CQL 10 laser diode.

Full lines ~n and dashed lines ~B as in fig. 6. The parameters

are taken from the first column in table I.

Two observed spectra SId = ~2Sp vs frequency in which SId is the

spectral noise density in the detector current and ~ the

sensitivity of the detector. Note that the white noise level for

the spectrum at low detector current corresponds to the shot noise

level SId = 2qId ·
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Figure 9 Experimental results for Sp at 1 Hz vs output power P of four

different types of laser diodes at 287 K. These results show

the predicted proportionalities of Sp ~ pm with m = 3/2. 5/2. 4

and O.

Figure 10 Influence of the stimulated emission coefficient B on the

-1
l/f noise in the output power. Dashed lines with B = 23 cm •

-1 .
full lines with B = 100 cm . All other parameters are the same

as in fig. 7. The important difference between the two curves

. th f S p5/ 2 . t B 100 -11S e presence 0 an P ~ reg10n a = cm.

Figure 11 Comparison between calculated Sp vs P all with the Philips

CQL 10 parameters. Dotted lines represent the number fluctuation

model (bh-bg model). Full lines represent the global number

fluctuation model from eq. (76) and the broken lines the global

absorption fluctuation model from eq. (72) in appendix 1.
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